
 
 

English: This half term, we will be learning how to 
effectively note take through research on the So-
lar System. The children will also be looking at 
myths surrounding the moon and learning how to 
plan and write their own space themed myths or 
legends. Children will use a range of ideas and 
sources to read, analyse, plan and write their own 
poems and newspaper reports. 
Maths: We will be learning about fractions, per-
centages and decimals and conversion between 
them,  identifying multiples, factors and prime 
numbers, exploring patterns and relationships 
involving shapes, statements and sequences. Also 
calculating the perimeter and area of regular and 
irregular shapes and the properties of shapes, 
whilst visualising their nets. The children will also 
revisit and extend upon their four operations and 
apply these to real life contexts. They will also 
learn conversions from one measure to another 
and apply to contexts as well as telling the time 
and calculating angles in various shapes. 
History: We will be learning all about  
Significant figures like Galileo Galilei, Isaac New-
ton and finding out about the 1960s Space Race.  
Languages: We will be looking at how to read, 
pronounce and write a range of words and sen-

Computing: We will be using computer pro-
grams to research and present information  re-
lated to our topics. Also to look at animation 
software to create Space sequences. 
RE: We are learning about Christian Prayers, 
their meaning and importance to Christian 
Groups and the differences between prayers. 
Science: We will be learning about the Solar 
System and Star Constellations. Also the chil-
dren will explain day and night using the Earth’s 
rotation, also what we mean by gravity and a 
study of the moon. 
 PE: Skills lessons will be taught by our Sports 
Coaches on a Friday and will  
focus on  ball skills. Please ensure a full kit is in 
school at all times as PE forms a part of the 
school curriculum. 
Art & Design: The children will be creating 
space scenes using block printing. They will use 
simple rules of perspective in drawings of fig-
ures and buildings. 
Geography: We will be learning about physical 
features of the Earth. 
D&T: We will be learning how to use a range of 
materials to create a close up impression of the 
moon’s surface, design and make a satellite, 
rover or shuttle for a specific mission and to de-
sign and launch a rocket and evaluate the pro-
cess. 
PSHE: We will be learning about  
Friendships and relationships and attitudes to-
wards others. 
Homework: Weekly Literacy and Maths home-
work is sent out on a Thursday  and must be 
returned by the Monday. 
Please also choose 3 activities from the Topic 
Homework menu to complete. 

The children will have the opportunity to 

visit the fabulous National Space Centre  

in Leicester to learn many wonderful 

facts about the Solar System and star  

Constellations. 
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